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About This Content

This Cosmetic DLC adds over 120 unique heads (over 60 per gender) to King Arthur's Gold.

Each head represents a flag of the world. There are also Jolly Roger and Rainbow/Pride flags.
Use them to celebrate your heritage and bring some colour onto the battlefield!
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List of flags currently supported:

Poland

Australia

England

Ireland

Scotland

Wales

New Zealand

Australian Aboriginal

Tino Rangatiratanga (Maori)

Canada

USA

Italy

Germany

Russia

France

Netherlands

Sweden
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Norway

Spain

Belgium

Finland

Denmark

Portugal

Turkey

Iceland

Switzerland

Hungary

Belarus

Slovakia

Latvia

Israel

Palestine

Czech Republic

Ukraine

Mexico

Chile

Brazil

Argentina

Jamaica

Papua New Guinea

Tonga

Samoa

Korea

China

Singapore
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Thailand

Japan

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Taiwan

Indonesia

Philipines

India

Vietnam

South Africa

Egypt

Kenya

Somalia

Sudan

Georgia

Greece

Syria

Syrian Independence Flag

Mali

Austria

Estonia

Tunisia

Libya

Lithuania

The Faroe Islands

Puerto Rico

Cuba
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Greenland

Dominican Republic

Iraq

Jolly Roger

Rainbow

Requests for missing countries/nations etc will be considered via the support email.
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Title: King Arthur's Gold: Flags of the World Heads Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Transhuman Design
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64MB Integrated

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 256 MB available space

English,French,Russian
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Did not get the game working. Kept crashing again and again at the same situation ( Windows8 64bit ). Contacted the support
but they did not help. Frustrating..... Yikes. Just about pooped myself on stream, very sp00ky. horrible
. Excuse my bad english (greetings from germany) but I decide to not review in my language.

So, I bought that game, cause the feedback seemed very good, but... it really isn't my kind of game.

Pro:
- Nice looking graphics and backgrounds
- phenomenal soundtrack

Con:
- there isn't really any depht to it... you just mash or using screen-clearing magic... it's like a "Dynasty Warriors 2D Edition"
without leveling or other interesting aspects
- classic Beat Em Up? You just walk forward and kill enemys, and at the next level, you walk even further with more of the
same enemys, so also no need to jumping
You can just leave the background bland, the level-design is allways the same
- Survival-Mode is more of the same, just without level-progression.

Yeah, I didn't played much of this game, but there was nothing to let me play further.
It's like, I've seen everything in the first five minutes, cause after that, there was nothing special or new.
And there are much better alternatives, so there isn't really a reason for me, to play it an hour.

Sorry, but if you wanna buy the game, watch some YouTube-Video and decide then.
And fantastic music doesn't make an fantastic game... it helps alot, but here, it's just the music and some pretty graphics.

Edit: If you wanna thumb down that review, than say why. :P
So yeah, that is the first game I have, where I think, some friends of the developers praise the game und downvote the
downvotes (after the review isn't an hour on steam).

EditEdit: Or paid reviews from some german community, where the review instantly get 30 thumbs up (after maybe 1-2 hours
on Steam).. For 3h I ve learned some things
1. Never walk alone
2. Stash your♥♥♥♥♥♥in BANK
3. Never farm nodes alone
4. Never walk alone(2)
5. If you want to play with friends better not multy class cuz there is no GROUP IT IS FFA
6. Love to kill idiots :PP :33. reminds me of the good old days and I still love it. Thanx god there is a game like these one. the
control are super easy but the learning curve takes a while, I have not played such a gr8 game in years. ADDICTIVE VERY
ADDICTIVE
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Don't buy it ! It doesn't work at all !. At the begining, this was as buggy game that had a lot of potential however, after replaying
the game 10 months later I can say that the creator(s) have worked on it a lot and for once, I do recommend playing it. Below is
my new game review on it:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/YICFEgdRYnQ. A solid little puzzle game with some rather nice 2.5d eye-candy, this one's not especially
lengthy so maybe catch it in a sale if you begrudge paying roughly £2 an hour for your entertainment. Well worth the small sum
I paid for it, if only for the atmospheric design, which helped give some depth to what is a fairly simple puzzler at it's core..
Very enjoyable rail shooter. Only one graphic resolution available:1024X768. There are 3 basic intro rails, with about 5 subrails,
should you survive the intial trip through. You collect gold by shooting barrels and then shooting money signs, but beware. Some
barrels contain bombs which you definitily don't want to shoot because they will cost you a life. Shoot enemies before they
shoot you, and free captives by shooting the locks they are bound with. You also get points for shooting beers in the hand of the
barkeep and shooting incoming projectiles. But some innocent folk will find their way in your path. Killing them is costly.

Shooting is accomplished by using the left mouse button, and reloading is done by using the right mouse button or the space bar.
I found using the space bar easier.

There are 5 modes to the game:
-Classic - no reload time. Can earn extra lives in barrels, if found. About 10 percent of enemies fire at you, and you have to
shoot down the projectile, or lose a life.
-Hardcore - enemies are very deadly with many more shooting at you.
-Hyper - the speed of your movement, enemy movement, enemy shooting, and projectiles increase steadly.
-Zen - no reload time. You are invincible, but only have 3 minutes to shoot as many bad guys, and save as many good guys as
possible.
- Time Attack - fill the time bar by shooting objects.

The game also provides goals that can be achieved, earning gold, and has a shop to spend your hard earned gold in, buying
various upgrades.

This is a fun game in small doses. The graphics are of the comic variety, but are clean and easy to play in. You won't spend a
solid hour playing this game, but if you have up to 15 minutes, this is quite enjoyable.

Recommended.. very nice game original content. Good Fun Little Game to Play When ur Bored. worst game, detector always
detects a fox and i cant find the monster. I expected something a bit better from Around the Words.
It's hard to put into words (no pun intended), but it just felt as if something was missing.
Words fail me (okay, that pun was intended - sorry about that).

The general idea of the game is a good one, but I found the gameplay to be a bit annoying more than anything else.

Also, I was unable to find a button to turn off the music, which should have been a standard option. The music is okay for a few
seconds, but after that it just becomes irritating.
Obviously, you could just turn off your speakers or headset - but that removes the possibility of playing your own music whilst
playing the game.

I would have liked to have recommended this word game, but sadly I cannot.. game is boring, has no real simulation, more like
scalextric for trucks.

Refunded requested and issued!
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